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Abstract

We present KWJA, a high-performance uni-
fied Japanese text analyzer based on founda-
tion models. KWJA supports a wide range of
tasks, including typo correction, word segmen-
tation, word normalization, morphological anal-
ysis, named entity recognition, linguistic fea-
ture tagging, dependency parsing, PAS analysis,
bridging reference resolution, coreference reso-
lution, and discourse relation analysis, making
it the most versatile among existing Japanese
text analyzers. KWJA solves these tasks in a
multi-task manner but still achieves competi-
tive or better performance compared to exist-
ing analyzers specialized for each task. KWJA
is publicly available under the MIT license at
https://github.com/ku-nlp/kwja.

1 Introduction

End-to-end neural network-based models have be-
come mainstream for many NLP tasks including
machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong
et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017) and dialogue re-
sponse generation (Serban et al., 2015; Roller et al.,
2020). However, end-to-end models are not always
the best means of developing an NLP application
because exploratory tasks, such as information anal-
ysis and causal analysis, inherently require manual
trial-and-error processes. We believe that for such
tasks, text analysis still plays an important role.

Text analysis, including morphological analy-
sis, dependency parsing, predicate-argument struc-
ture (PAS) analysis, and discourse relation analysis,
saw shifts in model architectures. Recent studies
demonstrate that foundation models (Bommasani
et al., 2021) drastically improve the performance in
dependency parsing (Zhou and Zhao, 2019), PAS
analysis (Ueda et al., 2020; Umakoshi et al., 2021),
and discourse relation analysis (Kishimoto et al.,
2020; Kiyomaru and Kurohashi, 2021). Moreover,
improvements on foundation models tend to have
a greater impact on performance than incremental

improvements tailored to individual tasks (Bom-
masani et al., 2021).

In this study, we design and build a unified
Japanese text analyzer, KWJA,1,2 in view of the
fact that recent high-performance text analysis mod-
els are all based on foundation models. KWJA sup-
ports a wide variety of text analysis tasks: typo
correction, word segmentation, word normaliza-
tion, morphological analysis, named entity recogni-
tion, linguistic feature tagging, dependency parsing,
PAS analysis, bridging reference resolution, coref-
erence resolution, and discourse relation analysis
(Figure 1, Table 1).

Our emphasis is on usability in addition to per-
formance. KWJA provides a single command to
perform a variety of text analyses, collapsing the
painstaking steps previously needed to obtain the
same result, namely, installing and combining mul-
tiple text analyzers, one for each task.

The design policy of KWJA is to minimize the
amount of code and hand-written rules by max-
imally exploiting the power of foundation mod-
els. This is a drastic departure from the traditional
Japanese analysis suite, including the morphologi-
cal analyzers JUMAN (Kurohashi et al., 1994)3 and
Juman++ (Tolmachev et al., 2018)4 and the depen-
dency parser KNP (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994),5

which rely heavily on manually constructed dic-
tionaries, rules, and features. Such lexical knowl-
edge is context insensitive and suffers from limited
coverage. Motivated by the observation that foun-
dation models learn massive knowledge through
pre-training on large raw corpora, we narrow our
efforts to supervised learning from relatively small
annotated corpora. This approach enables us to sup-
port a new task just by constructing an annotated

1Kyoto-Waseda Japanese Analyzer.
2Video demo: https://youtu.be/p2x_IrSmS20
3https://github.com/ku-nlp/juman
4https://github.com/ku-nlp/jumanpp
5https://github.com/ku-nlp/knp
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Figure 1: A flowchart of the analysis process in KWJA. KWJA consists of the typo module, character module, and
word module. An input text is processed through each module.

Analysis Component Input Output Unit Output

Typo Correction characters character corrected characters

Word Segmentation
corrected characters

word words
Word Normalization word normalized words

Morphological Analysis

words

word POS, conjugation, lemma, and reading
Named Entity Recognition word named entity spans and categories

Linguistic Feature Tagging
word word features
base phrase base phrases features

Dependency Parsing
word dependency tree and dependency types
base phrase dependency tree and dependency types

PAS Analysis base phrase predicates and their arguments
Bridging Reference Resolution base phrase anaphors and their referents
Coreference Resolution base phrase coreferring mentions
Discourse Relation Analysis clause discourse relations

Table 1: Input and output of each analysis component. A base phrase is a unit consisting of a single independent
word and its ancillary words (Hangyo et al., 2012). We group the components into three blocks (separated by
horizontal lines) for multi-task learning.

corpus for the task.
KWJA reorganizes text analysis tasks into a

dozen of components, as shown in Table 1, on
the ground of task independence and the units of
inputs and outputs. A notable difference from con-
ventional morphological analysis is that while it is
usually defined as the joint task of word segmenta-
tion, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, and the tagging
of lexical information, such as lemmas and read-
ings, we divide the task into word segmentation
and the remaining tasks. For convenience, we refer
to the latter as morphological analysis.

Each analysis component utilizes a fine-tuned
Transformer. As Transformer consumes a consider-
able amount of computational resources, we resort
to multi-task learning to reduce the model parame-
ters. We group the components into three modules:
the typo module, character module, and word mod-
ule. Within each module, analysis components
share most of their model parameters and run con-
currently. Consequently, KWJA executes all the
components in three steps (Figure 1).

Although KWJA is extremely slow for users
who only need word segmentation, it is the most

practical choice for advanced text analysis, for
which, after all, only Transformer achieves state-of-
the-art performance. KWJA is publicly available
under the MIT license at https://github.com/
ku-nlp/kwja.

2 Related Work

Traditionally, Japanese text analysis tasks have
been tackled individually, with separate analyzers
for each task. Juman++ (Tolmachev et al., 2018)
and Mecab (Kudo et al., 2004) are examples of mor-
phological analyzers, while KNP (Kurohashi and
Nagao, 1994) is a dependency parser. Juman++ and
Mecab segment Japanese text into words and assign
lexical information to each word using manually
constructed dictionaries. KNP assigns dependency
relations between phrases using linguistic features
obtained from Juman++ and external dictionaries.
In addition to dependency parsing, KNP handles
named entity recognition, linguistic feature tagging,
and PAS analysis. KWJA, however, supports an
even broader range of tasks.

The Universal Dependencies (UD)
project (Nivre et al., 2020) standardizes the
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annotation of dependency structures across
languages. While their focus is on dependency
relations, the UD guidelines define word units,
POS tags, and other linguistic features. The tasks
supported by major UD-based analyzers, UD-
Pipe (Straka et al., 2016), spaCy,6 and Stanza (Qi
et al., 2020), are sentence segmentation, word
segmentation, POS tagging, lemmatization, and
dependency parsing.7 In other words, higher-level
tasks such as PAS analysis and discourse relation
analysis are out of the scope of these analyzers.
A major advantage of UD-based analyzers is
that they can handle multiple languages. This is
done at the expense of ignoring language-specific
features (Kanayama et al., 2018). For the purpose
of pioneering task design, it is reasonable to focus
on a single language.

GiNZA8 is also a UD-based analyzer but special-
izes in Japanese. GiNZA supports morphological
analysis, dependency parsing, and named entity
recognition. GiNZA v5 improved the dependency
parsing performance by utilizing the foundation
model ELECTRA.

Kachako (Kano, 2013) and Jigg (Noji and Miyao,
2016) have been proposed as frameworks for com-
bining existing analysis tools to form a pipeline.
These works aim to improve the usability of exist-
ing analysis tools. In contrast, our goal is to design
and build a unified analyzer itself.

3 Resources

This section presents the model and data resources
used when training the modules in KWJA.

3.1 Foundation Models

As a foundation model, we adopt DeBERTa (He
et al., 2021), which has shown high performance
in the SuperGLUE language understanding bench-
mark (Wang et al., 2019). We pre-trained character-
level9 and word-level10 DeBERTa V2 large models
on Japanese texts. The typo and character module
employs the character-level model, and the word
module employs the word-level model.

6https://spacy.io
7Using extra resources, spaCy and Stanza support named

entity recognition in some languages.
8https://github.com/megagonlabs/ginza
9https://huggingface.co/ku-nlp/

deberta-v2-large-japanese-char-wwm
10https://huggingface.co/ku-nlp/

deberta-v2-large-japanese

3.2 Annotated Corpora

We use the Japanese Wikipedia Typo Dataset
(JWTD v2, Tanaka et al., 2021) to train a typo
correction model. JWTD was created by mining
typos from the edit history of Japanese Wikipedia.

We use the Kyoto University Text Corpus (KC,
Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998),11 the Kyoto Uni-
versity Web Document Leads Corpus (KWDLC,
Hangyo et al., 2012),12 and the Annotated Fuman
Kaitori Center Corpus (Fuman)13 to train models
for tasks other than typo correction. Note that as for
discourse relation analysis, we use only KWDLC
because the other two corpora do not have dis-
course relation annotations.

4 Architecture

Each analysis component of KWJA uses a
Transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) founda-
tion model. We add two layers of feed-forward
neural networks for each task and fine-tune the
whole model.

KWJA formulates the text analysis tasks as a se-
quence labeling task, word selection task, or word
relation classification task. A sequence labeling
task assigns a label to each character or word in a
text. Figure 2 shows an example of solving named
entity recognition as a sequence labeling task. In a
word selection task, a word is selected from a text
for each given word in the text. Figure 3 shows an
example of solving dependency parsing as a word
selection task. A word relation classification task
assigns a label to each word pair in a text.

To reduce computational time and space, the
model parameters of the analyzer are shared as
much as possible through multi-task learning. The
tasks in each block separated by the horizontal
lines in Table 1 are the unit of multi-task learning.
Multi-task learning is not possible for the pair of
word segmentation and morphological analysis, for
example, because the latter’s input depends on the
former’s output. In this study, we perform multi-
task learning for tasks in each block. Thus, KWJA
consists of three modules corresponding to each
block. These modules are referred to as the typo,
character, and word modules, respectively.

While morphological analysis and dependency
parsing use a sentence as the smallest unit of anal-
ysis, PAS analysis and discourse relation analysis

11https://github.com/ku-nlp/KyotoCorpus
12https://github.com/ku-nlp/KWDLC
13https://github.com/ku-nlp/AnnotatedFKCCorpus
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B-ORG O O B-DATE I-DATE O O B-MON I-MON I-MON O O

Foundation Model (DeBERTa)

[CLS] Toyota announ-
ced on Sep ##. 31 to invest 730 billion yen in EVs [SEP]

Figure 2: An example of solving named entity recognition as a sequence labeling task.

Foundation Model (DeBERTa)

[CLS] I visited Kyoto ##, a city in Japan ##, and saw … [SEP] [ROOT]

Softmax
𝑃(𝑤!|𝑤")

𝑠(𝑤! , 𝑤")

𝑤"

2.6 0.88.3 5.5 2.31.5

FFN FFN FFN FFNFFNFFN FFNFFN FFN FFN

…7.4 1.2 0.9

0.00 0.000.67 0.04 0.000.00 …0.28 0.00 0.00

Figure 3: An example of solving dependency parsing as a word selection task.

require document-level processing. In this study,
we apply document-level processing for all tasks
to perform multi-task learning. With this formula-
tion, obtaining sentence boundaries becomes less
important. Thus, we only use simple rules based
on regular expressions for sentence segmentation.

5 Analysis Components

KWJA consists of eleven analysis components be-
longing to three modules. In this section, we de-
scribe the details of each component, including its
definition, formulation, and evaluation.

5.1 Typo Module
5.1.1 Typo Correction
Typo correction is the task of detecting and cor-
recting typos in a text. Tanaka et al. (2021) used a
pre-trained seq2seq model to convert input text to
typo-corrected text. While seq2seq models enable
flexible typo correction, they are at risk of grossly
deviating from the input text.

To reduce the risk, we take a conservative ap-
proach; we formulate the task as a sequence label-
ing task where two edit operations (Malmi et al.,
2019) are assigned to each character. Specifically,
for each character in an input text, the model (1)
chooses one from {KEEP, DELETE, REPLACE:x} and
(2) predicts INSERT:x. REPLACE:x is an operation
of replacing the character with x. INSERT:x in-
serts x before the character (x can be null). Follow-

ing Tanaka et al. (2021), we use the F1 score of
character-level minimum edits for evaluation.

5.2 Character Module

5.2.1 Word Segmentation
Word segmentation is the task of splitting a text
into words. We formulate the task as a character-
level sequence labeling task. This task assigns a
B (Begin) or I (Inside) label to each character in a
text. The evaluation metric is the F1 score for word
spans.

5.2.2 Word Normalization
Word normalization is the task of normalizing non-
standard notations such as “Thank youuuuu” in
place of “Thank you.” As with typo correction,
we formulate the task as a sequence labeling task
where a normalization operation is assigned to each
character. The list of normalization operations is
shown in Appendix A. The evaluation metric is
the micro-averaged F1 score over labels other than
KEEP, given that KEEP overwhelms the others.

5.3 Word Module

5.3.1 Morphological Analysis
In this study, we refer to morphological analysis
as the task of assigning a POS, a sub-POS, a con-
jugation type, a conjugation form, a lemma, and a
reading to each word. We formulate the first four
tasks as word-level sequence labeling tasks. A post-
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processing code is used to generate the lemma of
a word by looking up its normalized surface form,
conjugation type, and conjugation form in the con-
jugation table. We also formulate the task of as-
signing readings as a sequence labeling task, where
the label set is the subword vocabulary defined in a
pre-trained model. This is somewhat complicated
because we have to preprocess the training data to
split a reading into two or more if the correspond-
ing word is split into multiple subwords. To do this,
we perform alignment of character sequences of
words and readings in accordance with subwords.

5.3.2 Named Entity Recognition

Named entity recognition is the task of identifying
named entities in a text. We formulate the task
as a word-level sequence labeling task. Following
Akbik et al. (2018), we add a CRF layer on top
of a foundation model. Named entities have the
eight categories defined in the IREX CRL named
entity data (Sekine and Isahara, 2000). The evalua-
tion metric is the micro-averaged F1 score over the
named entity categories.

5.3.3 Linguistic Feature Tagging

Linguistic feature tagging is the task of assigning
various linguistic features to each word or base
phrase.14 We formulate the task as a word-level
sequence labeling task. Base phrase linguistic
features are assigned to the head word of each
base phrase. The evaluation metric is the macro-
averaged F1 score over the features.

As the existing corpora do not have manually
annotated linguistic features, we assign silver fea-
tures using a rule-based Japanese linguistic feature
tagger, KNP (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994). In the
future, we will manually correct some of the fea-
tures and use them as gold data. All the features
we used are listed in Appendix B.

5.3.4 Dependency Parsing

In this study, dependency parsing consists of two
sub-tasks; one recognizes syntactic dependencies
between words, and the other identifies their de-
pendency types. We formulate the former task as a
word selection task, following Zhang et al. (2017),
and the latter task as a word relation classification
task. As the evaluation metric, we use the Labeled
Attachment Score (LAS) for base phrases.

14A unit consisting of a single independent word and its
ancillary words. One or more base phrases make up a phrase.

5.3.5 PAS Analysis, Bridging Reference
Resolution, and Coreference Resolution

PAS analysis, bridging reference resolution, and
coreference resolution are the tasks of recognizing
semantic relations between base phrases. PAS anal-
ysis finds arguments corresponding to who did/does
what to whom for a predicate. Bridging reference
resolution finds nouns that complement the essen-
tial information of another noun. Coreference res-
olution finds a set of nouns that refer to the same
real-world entity.

Following Ueda et al. (2020), we formulate all
the tasks as a word selection task. In PAS analysis,
we focus on four cases: nominative, accusative,
dative, and nominative-2.15

5.3.6 Discourse Relation Analysis
Discourse relation analysis is the task of recogniz-
ing discourse relations between clauses. Following
Kawahara et al. (2014), we assign a label to each
clause pair in a text. Note that clauses are identified
with linguistic feature tagging.

We target the following discourse relations:
CAUSE/REASON, PURPOSE, CONDITION, JUS-
TIFICATION, CONTRAST, and CONCESSION. In
addition, we introduce a special relation NORELA-
TION, which indicates none of the above relations
is applicable, and formulate the task as a seven-
way word relation classification task. We use the
micro-averaged F1 score of the labels other than
NORELATION as the evaluation metric.

6 Experiments and Discussion

In this section, we investigate the performance of
each analysis component through fine-tuning foun-
dation models.

6.1 Experimental Settings

We trained models on all the training data of KC,
KWDLC, and Fuman, and evaluated the perfor-
mance per corpus. The details of the experimental
settings are described in Appendix C.

6.2 Results

The result of each task is shown in Table 2. Over-
all, the performance of KWJA was comparable to
SOTA and was sufficient for practical use. How-
ever, the F1 score of word normalization was 33.3,
which was remarkably lower than those of the other

15Nominative-2 is used for a common Japanese construction
in which a predicate has two nominative arguments.
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Task Corpus Metric Reference SOTA KWJA

Typo Correction JWTD F1 Tanaka et al. (2021) 77.6 83.1±0.3

Word Segmentation KC F1 Tolmachev et al. (2020) 99.5 99.3±0.1

Word Normalization all F1 — — 33.3±0.0

Morphological
Analysis

POS KC F1 Tolmachev et al. (2020) 99.1 99.7±0.1

sub-POS KC F1 Tolmachev et al. (2020) 97.8 99.0±0.1

conjugation type all F1 — — 99.3±0.3

conjugation form all F1 — — 99.5±0.2

reading all Accuracy — — 95.8±0.7

Named Entity Recognition all F1 — — 84.3±4.0

Linguistic Feature
Tagging

word all F1 — — 98.6±0.1

base phrase all F1 — — 88.3±3.1

Dependency Parsing KC LAS Kawahara and Kurohashi (2006) 90.4 92.7±0.4

PAS Analysis all F1 Ueda et al. (2020) 77.4 75.9±1.5

Bridging Reference Resolution all F1 Ueda et al. (2020) 64.3 65.8±1.6

Coreference Resolution all F1 Ueda et al. (2020) 67.4 77.7±0.9

Discourse Relation Analysis KWDLC F1 Omura and Kurohashi (2022) 51.9 41.7±0.9

Table 2: The performance of KWJA on each task in comparison to the state-of-the-art (SOTA). We fine-tuned KWJA
with 3 different random seeds and report the mean and standard deviation of the performance. “—” indicates that no
previous studies reported the performance on the corpora we used. “all” indicates KC, KWDLC, and Fuman corpus,
and the metric is the macro-average of them.

tasks. Moreover, PAS analysis and discourse rela-
tion analysis scores were more than 1 point lower
than SOTA.

6.3 Discussion

We discuss word normalization, PAS analysis, and
discourse relation analysis in the following sec-
tions. Section 6.3.3 compares the analysis speed of
KWJA with existing Japanese analyzers.

6.3.1 Word Normalization

The F1 score of word normalization, 33.3, was
strinkingly low. We attribute the poor performance
to the highly unbalanced label distribution. Word
normalization mainly targets informal texts, and
there were very few examples with labels other
than KEEP in the annotated corpora. We generated
pseudo training data by applying denormalization
rules to randomly selected words. Even with the
pseudo-data, the percentage of labels other than
KEEP was less than 0.1%, however. We plan to
expand training data by specifically targeting low-
frequency phenomena.

Analyzer Time

Juman++ & KNP 1.1min
Juman++ & KNP (w/ PAS analysis) 18.4min
KWJA (ours) 2.7min

Table 3: Time spent by KWJA to analyze 1k sentences,
with comparison to Juman++ (Tolmachev et al., 2018)
and KNP (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994).

6.3.2 PAS Analysis and Discourse Relation
Analysis

We hypothesized that the low performance of PAS
analysis and discourse relation analysis was due to
multi-task learning, in which the model’s capability
was allocated to the other tasks. To test this hypoth-
esis, we trained the model separately for each task
using single-task learning. The F1 score of PAS
analysis was 79.3±1.0, and that of discourse re-
lation analysis was 55.3±3.6. Both scores were
significantly higher, confirming the hypothesis. We
plan to adjust the loss weights and provide an op-
tion to use models trained with single-task learning.
Appendix D shows the results of single-task learn-
ing for all tasks in the word module.
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6.3.3 Speed of Analysis
We compared KWJA with the existing Japanese
analyzers, Juman++ (Tolmachev et al., 2018) and
KNP (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994), in terms of
speed of analysis. For KWJA, we performed all
the tasks it supports. Juman++ supports word seg-
mentation and morphological analysis while KNP
supports named entity recognition, linguistic fea-
ture tagging, dependency parsing, and optionally,
PAS analysis. We used 1k sentences randomly
sampled from the Japanese portion of the CC-100
corpus (Wenzek et al., 2020). We used an NVIDIA
TITAN V 12GB GPU to run KWJA.

Table 3 shows the results. We can see that KWJA
was considerably faster than Juman++ and KNP
even though KWJA performed a larger number of
tasks.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we designed and built a unified
Japanese text analyzer, KWJA, on top of founda-
tion models. KWJA supports typo correction, word
segmentation, word normalization, morphological
analysis, named entity recognition, linguistic fea-
ture tagging, dependency parsing, PAS analysis,
bridging reference resolution, coreference resolu-
tion, and discourse relation analysis in a unified
framework. Users can quickly obtain analysis re-
sults by inputting a text and specifying the desired
level of analysis.

One of the advantages of KWJA is its simplified
design, thanks to the use of foundation models. Var-
ious analysis tasks, previously solved separately,
are now performed only with three modules. For
further simplification, we plan to solve all the anal-
ysis tasks with a character-level foundation model.

Limitations

As KWJA is based on a large Transformer model,
the analysis in an environment without GPUs is
expected to be slow. Even in environments with
GPUs, when we need only a specific task (e.g.,
word segmentation), existing analyzers might be
faster with little difference in accuracy.

The experiments showed that multi-task learning
decreased accuracy in PAS analysis and discourse
relation analysis. This fact may be true for other
tasks as well. Therefore, when very high analysis
accuracy is required for a particular task, using a
model trained only on that task is recommended
instead of KWJA.
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A Word Normalization Operations

We define six types of normalization operations as
follows:

KEEP Keep the original character.
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DELETE Delete the character.

VOICED Replace voiced or semi-voiced charac-
ter with voiceless character (e.g., “が ” (ga)
→ “か ” (ka), “ぱ ” (pa) → “は ” (ha)). This
reverts rendaku, the voicing of the initial con-
sonant of a non-initial word of a compound.

SMALL Replace a small character with the large
character (e.g., “なぁ ” → “なあ ”).

PROLONG Replace prolonged sound mark with
its equivalent hiragana or katakana (e.g., “
もーれつ ” (moRretsu) → “ もうれつ ”
(mouretsu)).

PROLONG-E Replace a prolonged sound mark
with “え ” (e) (e.g., “ねー ” (neR) → “ねえ
” (nee)).

B Word and Base Phrase Features

KWJA assigns the following linguistic fea-
tures.16,17 † indicates that the feature is to be cor-
rected manually in the future.

Word Features

• base phrase head†

• base phrase end†, phrase end†

• declinable head or end

Base Phrase Features

• verbal (verb, adjective, copula)†, nominal†

• stative predicate, active predicate

• nominal predicate (verb, adjective)†

• modality†, tense†, negation†, potential expres-
sion, honorific, time

• modification

• SM-subject

• verbal level

• dependency:genitive

• clause head†, clause end†,
clause end:adnominal,
clause end:complement, clause functional

16https://github.com/ku-nlp/knp/blob/master/
doc/knp_feature.pdf

17https://github.com/ku-nlp/KWDLC/blob/master/
doc/clause_feature_manual.pdf

C Training Details

We trained each module with hyper-parameters
shown in Table 4. During training, we evaluated
a score averaged over tasks on the validation set
at the end of each epoch and picked the model
with the highest score. When training the word
module, the ground-truth word segmentation was
used as input. We trained each module three times
with different random seeds. Single training runs
of the typo, character, and word modules took 38
hours, 2.5 hours, and 5.8 hours on four Tesla V100-
SXM2-32GB GPUs, four TITAN X 12GB GPUs,
and two Tesla V100-SXM2-32GB GPUs, respec-
tively. The transformers package (Wolf et al.,
2020) was used for implementation.

D Single-task Learning Results

Table 5 shows the results of single-task learning.
We trained each task in the word module separately
in a single-task manner. Note that the training of
POS, sub-POS, conjugation type, and conjugation
form tasks was performed in a multi-task manner
as before because these tasks had already achieved
enough performance.
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Hyper-parameter Typo Module Character Module Word Module

Maximum Sequence Length 256 512 256
Dropout 0.1 0.1 0.1
Batch Size 352 32 16
Maximum Training Epochs 20 20 20
Early Stopping Patience 3 3 3
Warmup Steps 1k 2k 100
Maximum Learning Rate 2e-5 2e-5 1e-4
Learning Rate Decay Cosine Cosine Cosine
Optimizer AdamW AdamW AdamW
AdamW ϵ 1e-6 1e-6 1e-6
AdamW β1 0.9 0.9 0.9
AdamW β2 0.99 0.99 0.99
Weight Decay 0.01 0.01 0.01
Gradient Clipping 0.5 0.5 0.5

Table 4: Hyper-parameters for training each module.

Task Corpus Metric KWJA (multi) KWJA (single)

Morphological
Analysis

POS all F1 99.4±0.1 99.4±0.1

sub-POS all F1 98.7±0.1 98.7±0.0

conjugation type all F1 99.3±0.3 99.5±0.0

conjugation form all F1 99.5±0.2 99.6±0.0

reading all Accuracy 95.8±0.7 96.2±0.0

Named Entity Recognition all F1 84.3±4.0 77.9±4.2

Linguistic Feature
Tagging

word all F1 98.6±0.1 98.5±0.1

base phrase all F1 88.3±3.1 92.4±0.1

Dependency Parsing all LAS 93.6±0.3 93.5±0.3

PAS Analysis all F1 75.9±1.5 79.3±1.0

Bridging Reference Resolution all F1 65.8±1.6 65.2±1.6

Coreference Resolution all F1 77.7±0.9 77.6±1.2

Discourse Relation Analysis KWDLC F1 41.7±0.9 55.3±3.6

Table 5: The performance of KWJA on each task in single-task learning (single) compared to that in multi-task
learning (multi). We fine-tuned KWJA with three different random seeds. We report the mean and standard
deviation of the performance. “all” indicates KC, KWDLC, and Fuman corpus, and the metric is the macro-average
of them.
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